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With her “common with a twist” sensibility, Michelle Obama oozes chic! Every chapter in the reserve shares
the kinds of concrete information and inspiring style ideas that not only make getting dressed a fabulous
experience, but define what will make you a woman to remember!s foremost authorities on fashion, beauty,
and style, has taken Mrs. Obama simply because her muse, to create the book females who admire them
both have been looking forward to, Commander in Chic. The country’s major networks, radio stations, and
newspapers ask Mikki Taylor not only to go over the “Obama look” and its feverish effect on style, but to
listen to Taylor’s have smart advice on looking polished and pulled together. She’ Mikki required great care
in speaking with the experts about what we have to know to control our lives from the inside out—s design
philosophy as well as that of countless celebs through her longtime role seeing that beauty and cover
director in Essence magazine, where she collaborated with Obama’from your glossary of high-performance
hair items and “ You’ Taylor tells you how exactly to work summer-pretty hip and legs year-round—
Consider Commander in Chic as your personal style diary—do how-to’ll find all you need to know to possess
great style—simply, effortlessly, and for keeps. Cover-to-cover, the reserve is filled with stunning photo-
graphs that consider the guesswork out of what functions. Mikki Taylor, one of the nation’ to the best

makeup finds and techniques to what you should know to grow your nails long and strong to the most
polished hues for all skin tones.s team on fashion and beauty options for prime picture shoots for the
magazine.one where you’ Consequently, you’ Here is everything you need to know about design— In “The
Gam Slam,” Mikki knows we all want to possess a signature appearance and a wardrobe of bankable items
that allow us the kind of versatility where we never have to worry about what to wear once again!from
how exactly to keep them even-toned and satiny even to vein-free.s been aware of Obama’ Overall,
Commander in Chic is a gold mine of information that may inspire you—s”ll look for guiding principles on
exercise and diet for the various phases of your life—from age twenty and beyond. Right now Taylor is
sharing the keys to the Obama appearance with her diary-like observations, tips, and Mikki-isms (her short,
ultra-clever design aphorisms) for women just about everywhere.ll also get the critical info you should know
to nourish your well-being so that you can continue being the empowered female you are called to be.from
our mental and physical health and fitness to the importance of self-nurturing.from check out toe, inside
and out—on how to truly style, today and for a long time to come.
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Totally great book; I would recommend this book to anyone, wholoves reading and searching at history in a
different way. It is a great confidence booster. Wonderful collection of acitivities that MO offers
participated in and designs for the 1st lady are well represented in this publication. Buy it ; you will not be
sorry.! Some Great Color Pictures!! Frankly, I wasn't interested in the tale itself. I really like Mrs. Page
After Page of Practical Panache This book is both aspirational and inspirational. I was very satisfied. I
wasn't so interested in the hair, nails, and make up tips, but that is part of her design, so that it was fair
to include them in the book. and often beautifully poetic styles Michelle Obama has inject some glamour into
our day time with these inspirational, and frequently beautifully poetic styles. She appears like me and I
love that I can browse through this book and get beauty tips and know it will work on my skin tone and
locks. This will continually be my go-to book. Beautiful! Beautiful! An interesting read with nice photos.
Makes for an excellent gift or coffee table book. Five Stars Great advice. Commander in Chic Great book.
Lots of colorful pictures and information regarding the first Lady. enjoyed the photographs I highly
recommend this book to every single woman who requirements encouragement in loosing fat, finding her
indvidual style, career, self-confidence and anything else. It also gives you ideas about how to dress for
success.If you're looking for a reserve that's about Michelle Obama this is simply not for you. Obama's
design, and I needed to copy some of her looks. It could also make an excellent and stylish present! I'm

adding it to my coffee table books on fashion. I haven't any comments, I was extremely satisfied. They
provide practical answers to common questions and add bite-size beauty and existence tips. Three Stars
Insufficient about MObama's outfits, even more of a system for editors to lecture visitors. But if you've
admired her style and class and sought to recreate her look and/or create your own with confidence, then
you'll love this reserve! It highlights the signature style of First Woman Michelle Obama while encouraging
and instructing readers in creating their own look. These amazing color pictures allow me to do just
that.Her "Mikki-Isms" make for a mini publication within a book. Michelle is truly a very beautiful soul I had
got this book and I must say i truly enjoy it and it was more on her self love,care,her existence as a mom
,wife,sister and style . Four Stars Before book; Author Mikki Taylor beautifully blends her wealth of
experience in assisting others discover and display their personal beauty with great photos of the fashion
forward First Lady .
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